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The base layer for this cover is a painting by the Belgian
Surrealist René Magritte which he called The Human Condition
11. It has a painting within a painting and displays some very
dodgy perspectives. Being currently obsessed with ‘The Power
of She’ I have blotted Magritte’s foreground canvass with
images of Patti Smith and The Queen Mum. Dylan is reluctantly
drawn by this power and he strolls towards the images dressed
in undertakers threads and wearing motor cycle gloves. On his
way to, or just coming home from, a funeral perhaps. The most
interesting part of this picture, which is in the original, is
the ball that divides inside from out. It looks as if it has
just rolled into the picture from nowhere. Perhaps it is a
lost ball and the whole wide world is searching for it!
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March 2002
This month we’re looking at cuttings from August and September 2001.. It’s
a bit of a mixed bag with some live reviews, book reviews and the first of what would
be a deluge of Love And Theft reviews. Let’s get the ball rolling then.
Nick Hasted was decidedly less than impressed with Bob’s Liverpool show in
Septembers Uncut, finding it all a bit of a bore. Even Desolation Row, a song he
“lives in awe of on record” , becomes tonight, “just another song” If Dylan was
workmanlike and stagnant it is, Hasted Theories, because Dylan’s artistic life “now
moves forward like a shark, no reflective life possible, each night’s achievements
grinding into the next….there’s no time to think. Bob 2001 no longer veers giddily
between genius and clown. Instead he treads a steadier line, between genius and
another sixties trouper doing the rounds.” Nice colour onstage photo included, but
not from Liverpool or, indeed, even from 2001.
John Harris was almost as unimpressed with the Stirling Car Park gig, feeling that
Dylan was “coasting” and that the dominant 1960’s material plus his increasing
eccentric phrasing and guitar playing were all becoming a bit tedious. There were
moments though that were “utterly transcendant”, especially Girl From The North
Country, Don’t Think Twice and a “taut, defiant” Maggie’s Farm. Still at least there
was a colour pic from the Stirling gig to console me from the fact that, on audio
evidence (I wasn’t there) , Harris may have been at least partly correct.
In the only American review this month, Kimberly Demucha of the Antelope
Valley Press was more impressed with Bob’s Antelope Valley Fair gig, even going
so far as to call his guitar playing “masterful”. In what could be considered the
concert event of the summer, Dylan played to a sold out crowds of passionate fans
…. With little fanfare. Dylan did what he does best and a lunched into a non-stop set
of tunes from his vast repertoire…”
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On the book front, Howard Sounes was getting a roasting from Phil Kitchel in
the August / September issue of the Grateful Dead fanzine Relix; “… Sounes lacks
sufficient language for discussing Dylan’s music, image and impact, so when
Dylan’s ascent is complete, halfway through the book. He’s hard pressed to make
the next 30 years very compelling..Sounes own perspective is obvious and
pedestrian, so we’re left with the many voices he’s pulled together, listening to the
echoes of an American gospel.”
Here in the UK , Peter Doggett was giving the thumbs up to Andy Muir’s Razor
Edge; “… I found the most enjoyable parts of his account were those rooted in his
own experiences …his ever changing response to Dylan’s mercurial progress is
often more revealing than his straightforward narrative of facts and events.” In the
same issue, Joel McIver was equally impressed with the republished Early Dylan
photo book; “…Impressive, then, perhaps not up to the standard set by last years
bench-mark-setting Elliott Landy photo collection Dylan In Woodstock, but a worthy
coffee-table feature for Bobaholics.”
Nigel Williamson was full of gushing praise for Razors Edge in Septembers
Uncut, awarding it four stars and claiming that the last chapter is “one of the finest
pieces of recent Dylan commentary.” John Mullen, in Septembers Q, was dishing
out three stars for the re-published Scaduto biography: “… this pioneering biography
now reads like a tame remnant from a more innocent age. You can’t fault the
books astonishing attention to detail… the problem is that in those pre-Goldman
days, the rock biographers role was essentially to be an overpaid cheerleader”.
Finally, Dave Marsh was – at long last – questioning the universal adoration that
greeted David Hajdu’s Positively 4th Street. The premise of this “hideous” book, he
claims, is that “Farina, a decent songwriter and ambitious literary hustler, was The
Great Lost Folk Rock Artist, while Dylan was somehow just an opportunist with a
big vocabulary. After all, Farina was admired by his Cornell chum, Thomas
Pynchon, while Dylan only went to a Big Ten university and expanded the
possibilities of what songs could say for millions.”He’s harsh but he kind of sums up
how I’ve felt about the book since I read it last June. Anyway, this review appeared
on starpolish.com during August but should have been syndicated wider.
Onto other matters of a Bobular nature. Septembers Mojo was reprinting the
story about how the archangel atop Norways Trondheim Cathedral was facially
modelled on 1960’s-era Bob Dylan. The photo reproduced here is closer than any
I’ve previously seen and, I have to say… it looks nothing like him. The same issue
carried an interview with country star Lucinda Williams by Sylvie Simmons: “.. A
student of my dad’s, a young poet, came over to the house one day in 1965 with a
copy of Highway 61 Revisited and it just changed my life. All of a sudden here was
someone who had taken both of the worlds I was from – the traditional folk music
world that I had come out of and the creative writing world – and put them together
and made it work. I decided from that moment on, I wanted to write songs like that.”
Come September and it was the small matter of Love And Thefts release that was
dominating the press. The Edmonton Sun’s Mike Ross was waxing positive a full
fortnight before it’s release; “…His upcoming album sees the Jester reinventing
himself as a back-porch bluesman. He’s got the hat. He’s got the voice. He’s got
the hard luck and trouble and strife. Now he’s got the blues.”
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A.D. Amorosi, putting poison pen to paper for citypaper.net, obviously hates Dylan
(a “Minnesota Twerp”) and blames him for selling out to cash (wow a radical theory
and it’s only nearly 40 years since the accusation was first thrown.) and turned
every other poor innocent folkie “so money-hungry that they would devour one
another.”Yes, folks, single handedly “Dylan and Grossman, by fucking the corpse of
Woody Guthrie, turned the folk scene that adored him sour.” As expected Amorosi is
less than excited by Love & Theft , calling it a “gently grinding hard folk whir sped
up and cooled down by his coarse round band” Instead he reckons we should spend
our hard earned cash on the new Dave Van Ronk album, presumably because he’s
some sad old fart who still thinks it’s 1958 and that Guthrie isn’t dead, let alone
royally butt-fucked by Bob and Albert. Mr. Amorosi. You are a turd floating in the
toilet bowl of life.
Meanwhile, in the UK, Boyd Hilton was giving it four stars in Heat and singling
out Mississippi, High Water and Sugar Baby as “three quite remarkable ballads…
full of dazzling acoustic guitars and all fit to take their place in the Dylan pantheon of
masterpieces.” Time Out’s Ross Fortune didn’t like it (though he reluctantly admits
that Mississippi “clomps and emotes pleasingly enough”) And calls it a case of
rockin’ whimsy, cheap shot and hollow rancour.” For fresher waters try Caspar
llewllyn Smith’s Daily Telegraph review, where he found it to be “a perplexing
piece of work.” And “a fascinating, loveable record and proof that the itinerant
performer is still very much himself and still has plenty of tricks in his bag.”
Alex Petridis, writing for The Guardian, was less sure, finding some numbers to
be little more than clunky filler while recognising that, in Mississippi and High Water ,
“Love And Theft also carries moments of genuine inspiration.” His voice, too, while
sometimes adding a “skid-row pathos to Love And Thefts more delicate moments”,
is sometimes disturbing; “..When, during moonlight, he sings “Won’t you meet me in
the moonlight alone?”, It sounds less like a romantic assignation than the
soundtrack of a public information film warning children not to talk to strangers”. For
David Sinclair, writing in The Times, it was a grand failure after Time Out Of
Mind:”…the overriding impression is of a formerly distinguished performer cheerfully
sliding into an advanced state of decreptitude.”
Greil Marcus wrote a typically lengthy Greil Marcus epic which found itself being
reproduced in the Guardian Weekend on September 8th. Mostly, he concentrates
on High Water but he seems to like what he hears. With Marcus, as with Dylan
himself, it’s often a case of reading between the lines, but this is a good piece of
writing and, back in the good old days, may even have made Article Of The Month.
As of August 7th, the Duluth News Tribune was reporting that Dylan’s boyhood
home still wasn’t sold. Steven Lundeen the Minneapolis attorney for the homes
owner, said that, whilst second highest bidder Bill Pagel had made a perfectly
legitimate offer to secure the property for a cash purchase, he felt “an obligation on
my part to deal in good faith with the first bidder.” That highest bidder, Stephen
Rueff, still hadn’t finalised the deal and the house owner, Kathy Burns, was legally
free to look at other bids and was also getting mightily impatient.
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Finally this month, mention must be made of the August edition of Temoignage
Chretien, a French Christian magazine. It contained a special Dylan supplement
which featured a new interview with Hugues Aufray as well as several articles
touching upon different aspects of Dylan’s career. Illustrated with a nice selection of
photo’s (many in colour and a few previously unfamiliar to myself.) , this is a nice
little addition to the collection and, surprisingly , the religious angle of Dylan’s career
is kept to a minimum.
And that’s it for now. Next month the Love And Theft reviews will sweep away
everything else before them and I think I’ve got all the negative ones out of the way
already!
Thanks this month to; Graham A, Antonio J.I, Graham W.
Mark Carter

STIRLING CASTLE July 13, 2001
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As this is only a few days after the finish of the recent concerts, the video
footage is at present pouring in at such a rate that I am holding over the pages
until next month.
In order to whet your appetite for the video delights to come I have included
here a few stills from some of the films to be reviewed in the next issue.

BOURNEMOUTH

BRIGHTON

LONDON 11th

CARDIFF

Till Next Time.
Chris Cooper
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First off, welcome to all of our new members. Some of you we know well and some not at
all. Judging by your contributions in the last issue it’s going to be an interesting ride. Also a
big thanks to John and Chris for getting the WebMag going. Should be good.
Paula, why not call the new cat Rosie or Magdelena or Johanna?
I was able to empathise completely with Chris Cooper’s plight as he described the
difficulties of managing to keep up with Dylan collecting and finding time for other musical
interests (never mind life!). Like Chris, I have to copy, copy, copy. For each Dylan concert
(yes, another completist) I have to do a minimum of three copies. Now in a given year that’s
about 100 shows, two CDs per show, requiring 600 CD-Rs to be burnt. I know it is madness
but there it is. Each concert has to be carefully listened to so that a report can be given.
That’s about two hours per show, giving 400 listening hours per touring year, which is about
15 full days of listening! Yes, perhaps this is madness – 100 versions of Rainy Day Women
– please help me…….
On top of that I have a voracious appetite for lots of other music. I’m one of the recipients of
the John Coltrane 12-CD set Chris talked about in the last issue (thanks, Chris, still listening
to it, it’s great) and I regularly buy many CDs in a given month. It’s hard to get the time to
listen to these things.
As an example, this is the list of purchases in the last month or so:
Black Rebel Motorcycle Club
Electric Soft Parade – Holes in The Wall
Several Van Der Graaf Generator re-releases
Several Bert Jansch re-releases
Fairport Convention – Heyday extended
Eclection
Trees – The Garden of Jane Delawney remastered
Vexx Red – Start With A Strong and Persistent Desire
A – Hi-Fi Serious
And You Will Know Us By The Trail Of Dead – Source Codes & Tags
Clinic – Walking With Thee
Gomez – In Our Gun
Boards Of Canada – Goegaddi
Flaming Stars – Six John Peel Sessions
Flaming Stars – A Walk On The Wired Side
White Stripes – De Stijl
Trojan Roots Box Set
Orchestral Manoeuvres In The Dark – BBC Sessions
Delgados – BBC Sessions
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Cooper Temple Clause – See This Through And Leave
The Strokes – Is This It
So where does the time come from to play these? It sometimes makes you wonder why you
should stay on such a crazy rollercoaster but, hey, that’s what collectors do.
Listening to the 12-CD Coltrane set brings into sharp focus the improvisational genius of the
man. Someone who can play “My Favourite Things” every night and make it a voyage of
discovery each time is worth cherishing. Of course, improvisation is the lingua franca of
jazz but Coltrane is a giant within any music. Rock music has thrown up fewer true
improvisers than jazz, the best are excellent (e.g. Hendrix, Zappa, Greeny, Garcia etc and
listen to A=MH2 by Clark-Hutchinson)but most rock bands tend towards repetition within a
constricted structure. For example, listen to the live recordings on Cream’s Wheels Of Fire
(not Toad, though). Although I love that stuff it feels less than impressive in improvisation
terms. The guitar repeats itself endlessly, with little subtlety as though extreme length itself
is enough to suggest greatness. I’m afraid not. That’s what gets me about some of Dylan’s
recent performances of songs. I have used the term “elastic limit” previously. By this I
mean that a given performance of a song needs to sustain a certain level of tension, a balance
between music and words, periods of release and energy all carefully contained within the
framework of the performance. If something is repeated too often with little real
improvisation then that balance or equilibrium is lost, the song decays and exceeds the
elastic limit which means it cannot convincingly regain that tension. Try listening to some of
the versions of Tangled Up In Blue or Rainy Day Women where instrumental verse after
verse is wheeled out with little musical imagination. The song is lost! Chris Cooper once
wrote that he believed that Dylan began to approach improvisation on Silvio a couple of
years back. He was absolutely correct but most people hated Silvio! That was an exception
and the message might be, Bob – keep it tight. Not that he would pay attention to me or
anyone else. What do you think?????
Would someone out there do me a favour? I read the review of the New York City show
(19th November 2001) in Isis and I couldn’t recognise it. The view I gave in FW198 was that
this show was unexpectedly flat but the Isis boys were suggesting this show was a highspot.
Maybe my recording was poorer but I just didn’t get it. Could someone listen to this show
and tell me? Bear in mind you need to listen in the context of the other shows on the tour.
Restless Farewell for now.
Mike and John
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A Review of ....
The Formative Dylan:
Transmission and Stylistic
Influences, 19611961-1963
by Todd Harvey
(Scarecrow Press 2001)
By Paula Radice
This month's piece is a review of a book I've had for a little while, but - for one
reason or (more likely) another - I haven't found time to give adequate attention. I
must admit, straight away, that I still haven't read through it from cover to cover, but I
hope it helps to give a quick overview of it, in case anyone's debating whether to get
it.
It's a lovely looking book. I know that worrying about the external appearance of a
book may reveal more about the superficiality in my character than I care for, but the
pleasure of putting an attractively designed book on the shelves with the other Dylan
books is all part of the book-collecting experience for me, I'm afraid. You may call
me shallow, you may call me anally-retentive, you may call me R.J., you may call
me Ray...sorry, got carried away there. Anyway, no matter what you say about my
unfortunate book fetish, it is a nice looking book, with a Joe Alper photo of Baby Bob
in his West Fourth Street apartment in 1961, looking about 12 years old, on the
cover.
Harvey takes as his remit the 70 songs from the first three albums, the officially
released outtakes from those sessions, and the Broadside recordings. There is a
short piece about each song (listed in alphabetical order, rather than
chronologically), in which he examines the lyrical and melodic roots of these earliest
of Dylan's writings, and he also discusses the way that the songs evolve between
contemporaneous performances of them that he has heard.
I must make another (big) admission here. If Harvey has made any major mistakes
about recording or performance sessions, or dates, or other details, I am very
unlikely to pick them up, and will have to wait for someone else, with a better
memory and grasp of detail (and more patience and time), to point out if there are
any real clangers here. I have never been able to remember the nitty-gritty of dates
and details - which may give a slight clue as to why my career as an academic
historian was rather a non-starter - and have always been far more interested in the
much more general issue of the mysteries within the songs, and the way they work
on the hearer. I have nothing but respect for those who have the ability and clearmindedness to catalogue and list and remember, but it ain't me, babe, no, no, no.
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So, what can I offer on this book? Well, Harvey obviously knows his stuff as a
musicologist. For each song, there is new information on how chord structures and
melodic lines are altered between different performances, and also generally useful
information about exactly how Dylan used the tunes and structures of earlier folk
and blues when he started writing his own songs. However, there is very little
detail. Every song is dealt with in less than a dozen paragraphs, however major the
song. Masters of War, for example, is covered in the same amount of page space
as Pretty Peggy-O or Walls of Red Wing. I, personally, would much prefer a more
detailed and balanced analysis of fewer songs. If Clinton Heylin's Daemon Lover is
one end of the spectrum (ie. a whole book devoted to one early Dylan-covered
song) then this book forms the other extreme.
And, however significant we may now know a song to be within Dylan's oeuvre - like
Hattie Carroll or Don't Think Twice - there is no attempt to chart the emotional effect
of the music. Granted, Harvey is not setting out to analyse the lyrics, and can't
therefore be criticized for not dealing with the impact of the words - indeed, when he
does attempt a prose-poetry analysis (for Last Thoughts on Woody Guthrie) his
conclusions are strikingly banal and unhelpful - but without some discussion of the
significance of the musical decisions Dylan made when writing and performing, the
song analysis becomes, for me, rather pointless. Perhaps that's why I've not been
able to motivate myself to read the book fully through. It might be a good starting
point for someone wanting to examine a particular song, especially if they wanted a
musicologist's point of view - but as a study of the early Dylan as a whole it seems
more than a little limited. Perhaps it might be more stimulating if Harvey's writing
style were more exuberant, but the overall impression is of an unfortunately flat and
understated approach that doesn't do the subject matter much justice.
Most importantly, there is no detailed conclusion, no overview, given as to Dylan's
development during this period as a writer and performer, beyond a five and a half
page introduction that gives just a glimpse of how much more interesting the book
could have been. The last paragraph of the introduction is perhaps the most
interesting section in the whole book, and Harvey's only real attempt to discern any
patterns or generalities:
If each performance, for instance, were an exact repetition, then it
wouldn't be Dylan. Instead, he changes meter in the middle of verse,
he alters his guitar arrangement, he plays harp on a song that had
never needed it before. These process-oriented attributes are central
to Dylan's aesthetic...It constantly varies itself in an effort to assimilate
styles and in doing do creates an entirely new tradition. (p. xxv)
One for the book-collecting completists, I think.

Actually, I've just had an idea for a whole series of possible books. How about
individual studies of different songs, with a whole book given over to each song?
Each book would chart its song's evolution in performance over the past howevermany years, highlighting lyrical or melodic changes and their significance,
comparing different critic's opinions of the song? You could have a team of writers,
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consisting of a musicologist (where's Wilfred Mellers?), a poet (I vote for Christopher
Ricks, or maybe Stephen Scobie) and some passionate Dylanologists (has to be
Paul Williams and Michael Gray), with Michael Gray to do the footnotes as well, and
Michael Krogsgaard to check all the recording dates and details. Sounds like a
winner? Or perhaps, here in the real world, it could be a project for the
Freewheelers? It'd be really interesting to have everyone's views on one song, with
the different perspectives we could all offer.
On a completely different tack, following up last month's appeal (which met with an
almost deafening silence...Don't you boys have any sense of priority?) the new
kitten has a name. In a stroke of pure Dylan-synergy, she has already been named
"Minstrel" by her current co-habitees (cats don't have "owners") and it just seems
too apt to change, especially as my Grandmother's nickname was "Minnie". Minstrel
will be coming to join Silvio and I at half-term.
Enjoy the warmer weather - and maybe see you at some of the shows? Look out for
me at Brighton, Bournemouth and Docklands.
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WHAT WAS IT YOU WANTED ?
By Jim Gillan
Time flies when you are enjoying
yourself. Already the calendar has
rolled around to 8th April, which
pretty much means that my second
(Ah! What it is to be an old hand)
piece for Freewheelin’ is overdue.
Bit
more
stream
of
(un)consciousness again. I had a
plan but mislaid it.
In Leeds recently. This used to be
described as one of those grim and
grimy northern towns, where a
night out wi t’lads meant supping
ale in some dismal and cavernous
four-ale bar, with three of the
pumps not working. Or so I’m told.
Now it’s a vibrant, dynamic and
very (well, bits of it) desirable City
with it’s very own branch of Harvey
Nicks. And if that means nowt to
you, then think thasel lucky. Ya
big soft southern jessie. ANYWAY,
there is a record shop not too far
from the town centre where a
goodly selection of boots can be
browsed over. Yup, where once
“boots” meant something to give
laces a job, in these lifestyle days
of plastic cards and sophistication,
everyone knows that boots are
responsible for reducing the major
music corporations to penury. But
that is another subject for another
time. No, the lesson for today is
taken from the Gospel according to
Nick – or maybe Mick. I didn’t quite
catch his name.
ANYWAY Mick (or Nick) and his
nameless friend were poring over
the Crystal Cat Spokane release.
And their conversation, to which I
briefly
listened
shamelessly,
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suggested that like Leeds, Bob’s
fans have gone through something
of a transformation. Smallish world
that it is, Freewheeler’ Dave’s piece
in last month’s collation actually
serves as something of a trailer for
what follows. For those who didn’t
see it or have simply forgotten, his
underlying argument was that
technology means inter alia (I did
Latin at skool for a couple of years)
that we are much better informed
about what Bob and what he’s up
to - which may not be entirely a
GOOD THING (I also read 1066
and All That). Quite right. And as
an offshoot to Dave’s line, it also
means that there is also much
more opinion/commentary/analysis.
Yup. Everything from the arcane to
the inane, via the insane is
available to us. To the point where
it is virtually impossible to avoid.
Back to Nick, or Mick. Actually it
might have been Rick.
Well,
whatever the name, yer man was
speaking eloquently, intently and
with the zeal of the True Believer
about what “Mississippi” means
(ironically a filler on the Spokane
release), as well as it’s influences
and pointers to other songs in the
Dylan canon (or oeuvre – French
too was on the curriculum), quoting
all the time from commentaries on
assorted web-sites, magazines
and, for all I know, the ouija board.
At which point I fled.
Nothing against the bloke himself,
a personable enough chap at first
glance. It’s just that it made me
wonder for the umpteenth time how

why “Love and Theft” is so named.
It’s all about what works for you.
But in an age when commentary,
analysis and opinion is so readily
available, so relentlessly thrust on
us, is it facilitating or hindering the
joy of hearing/watching/reading
Dylan? Speaking strictly for me,
whilst I quite like to hear about
pointers to other musicians, insofar
as the subject matter of any piece
is concerned I want to accord it my
own meaning, to create my own
reality. This is easier if I don’t have
to discard other rants and theories.
Although I admit it’s fun to swim
against the mainstream. On the
other hand, many say that there is
any amount of pleasure to be had
playing detective. That tracking
down even the most cunningly
hidden clues in the lyric, often in an
attempt
to
uncover
Bob’s
influences and/or to try to better
understand the man is integral to
the whole Dylan experience. Well,
it’s not for me, and maybe not for
Freewheeler Dave either.

much all the discussion, debate,
interpretation and deconstruction of
the song, indeed ANY song, adds
to the pleasure of listening to it and,
if so desired, interpreting it in a way
unique to us as individuals. Does
it really matter that others might
argue that a given song has
resonances in French literature, or
in the films of John Huston, or the
ancient rituals of Native Americans
or whatever? And even if there is a
pretty incontrovertible link to a real
life person or event, for example
Sara, Hattie Carroll or the slaying
of Joey Gallo, how important is
that?
Some while back I pored over Bert
Cartwright’s The Bible in the Lyrics
of Bob Dylan.
At the time it
seemed like a good idea, Bob’s
biblical and associated references
going mostly over my head. I
blame me parents, as having being
brought up a Catholic, which bears
very
little
relationship
to
Christianity, I knew something
about dogma, but very little about
anything else. The Old Testament
and indeed much of the New
played a poor second fiddle to the
need to get to grips with venial and
mortal sin, papal infallibility,
guardian angels, catechism, the
tridentine mass and all the other rot
which gets in the way of thinking for
yourself.
But I wasn’t very far in
to Bert’s work before I got the
feeling that I knew more but cared
less. And Bert was dealing with
something that compared to some
of
Dylan’s
references
and
connections, is dead easy.

But of course I might be wrong, and
not just about Dave. For hugely
confused old scrote that I am, I still
find myself being drawn towards
Dylan articles of all sorts, even
those that I know will be a complete
load of choss. Time to put on a bit
of music and lose myself in it.
Back again. A poor choice. There
might after all be Somebody up
there who doesn’t much like me.
Liverpool 2001, the Crystal Cat
release, or to be accurate a CD-R
copy (it’s not just the majors who
are suffering) of it which I finally got
hold of a day or two ago. ANYWAY
(is this an irritating affectation?), I
wasn’t at the show, but have been
told by a goodly number whose
views I respect (though don’t

Back to - well ultimately it doesn’t
matter a jot whether or not the
guy’s name was Nick, Mick, Rick or
Nigel, anymore than it should
matter who the sad-eyed lady is, or
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necessarily agree with) that it was
a belter. Sorry, but my feelings
towards it are adversely coloured
by Bob’s take on Positively 4th
Street. His phrasing reminds me of
those two clunkers, Bush and Blare
– might as well make the spelling
as appropriate as possible – who
can speak only in soundbites. So
there is a wholly artificial pause
inserted between every bloody part
of the sentence, along the lines of
“The heinous attack (4 second
pause) on the people (two second
pause) of New (one second) York
(six seconds) is (two seconds) a
threat (five seconds) to (three
seconds, deep breath, straighten
shoulders, eyeball cue-card) us all.”
Or as Bob has it :-

OK. Earlier I referred to having had
a plan.
As I’ve run out of
alternatives, it’s back to that after
all. In the Guardian “Weekend”
magazine of 6th April is a full-page
advert for Hackett of London. Who
I think make suits. The ad shows a
young chap, slim, hands behind
back. Wears a grey check twopiece, accompanied by a light blue
tie and a check shirt, whose pattern
is replicated on the background. A
confident, though not arrogant
smile conveys a sense of someone
comfortable with himself and
confident in every conceivable
situation. Good chap in a crisis.
Sort of fellow that would gladden
the heart of even the most
protective and demanding of
prospective in-laws. Neat brown
shoes. Touch of class evidenced
by
the
handkerchief
poking
discreetly from the breast pocket.
Nice touch, that shirt and matching
wall. Implies depth, sense of place,
perhaps a touch of whimsy,
implying that he will never be a
wallflower. Neat hair indicative of
a tidy mind etc etc. Looks like
Mick. Or Rick. Or Nick.

I know…..
The reason….
That you talked….
Behind my back
Now whilst there is some excuse
for politicians (anyone barking
enough to seek high office must de
facto believe in sound bites) talking
as though the audience is
particularly dim and therefore
incapable of following a longer,
more fluent sentence, I can find no
room in my stony old heart for a
supremely capable wordsmith and
a singer whose ability with phrasing
is wondrous. In fact I’m astonished
that I made it as far as 4th Street,
as most of the earlier offerings
were as bad. But it’s like what I
was saying about being drawn to
explanations
about
lyrical
meanings and references, I know it
made no real sense to continue
listening, but dammit, there’s
something that pulled me in.
Moan, moan, moan. I wish too that
he would stop the practice of
repeating a word/phrase. Grrr!

Tosh, all tosh.
All the above
amounts to is my jaundiced view.
As with any of Bob’s songs it’s
whatever you want it to be. In my
world the poor bugger is stuck
uncomfortably in a tiled room,
waiting stoically for the urinals to be
fitted. Maybe in yours he’s just
going to scribble whatever he
concludes about “Mississippi” in the
area of white space around him.
Only the terminally upwardly mobile
amongst you would want to buy the
suit.
Last bit. By way of a ta ta for now,
here’s how I hear MississiPpi. It
makes sense to me.
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DEBUT
By Richard Lewis
that one of her biggest thrills was
hosting the first Farm Aid concert in
1985 in Champaign. Backstage she
sees Dylan:

To celebrate the start of the Easter
holidays I spent a couple of hours on
that first Sunday looking at stuff on the
Internet. Also my son was at work so it
meant I could actually get on
undisturbed. Now I know that some of
you are much more at home with this
stuff than me and use it daily but I only
usually manage to get on about once or
twice a week. Generally I check to see
if I have any e-mails, usually I don’t,
and then spend a few minutes on
Expecting Rain which provides me
with as much Dylan information as I
need or want. Normally I just read
through the items for the previous few
days unless there is a tour on in which
case I check out the set lists. On this
day though I had more time so I
explored some of the links.

Bob and I were on ‘The Ed Sullivan
Show’ together in 1963. That was his
first appearance. At Farm Aid, I
reminded him how he walked off the
show. He was going to do ‘John Birch
Society Blues,’ and they wanted him to
cut a verse or two. They said it was too
political. He said,’ Then I won’t do the
show.’ He picked up his guitar and
harmonica, put his coat on and walked
out the door. I stood there with my
mouth open.
Another interesting item was about a
new play called “A Handful of Rain”
about an imaginary meeting between
Bob Dylan and Dylan Thomas in the
Chelsea Hotel. The play is written by
Phil Bowen who you may remember
was the editor of “Jewels &
Binoculars” in which fifty poets
celebrate the unique achievement of
Bob Dylan. You may also remember
that it was published thirty years on
from the recording of “The Times They
Are A-Changin’.” Now this month (on
March 19th) it is an unbelievable 40
years since Dylan’s first album “Bob
Dylan” made its debut in the record
shops of America. It was released here
a few months later. I made the link to
the official site bobdylan.com where as
the lead item they had the cover, the
liner notes and audio of every song on
that first album.
When did you last play “Bob Dylan”
straight through? I couldn’t remember
when I had but this provided me with

Robbie Robertson cropped up a couple
of times pictured with his wife and
Dylan at Elton John’s post-Oscar
party. In this picture Dylan had
actually removed his cowboy hat that
seemed to be ever-present elsewhere in
pictures of his arrival with a leather
coat draped across his shoulders or
with Ryan Adams and Elton himself.
Robbie also gave the keynote speech at
this year’s South x South West
conference where he recalled his first
encounter with Dylan. “He looked like
he was from another planet, like he’d
stuck his finger in a light socket and
his hair blew up.” There was also
some coverage of this year’s Rock and
Roll Hall of Fame ceremony where
Brenda Lee was inducted by Jewel. To
coincide with this honour she has just
published her autobiography “Little
Miss Dynamite” in which she writes
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Collins or the recent version by
Jackson Browne. Hearing this version
on Dylan’s debut album reminds me
that this is without doubt the definitive
one. The interplay between guitar and
harmonica that is so forceful in the
instrumental parts fades to just the
right level when Dylan sings. I’d
forgotten how long he could hold some
of those notes and how wonderful it
sounds.

the incentive to get it out and put it on.
It was the CD I listened to as I have
not yet been able to set up my record
deck but I got out my vinyl album to
look at. I can’t remember when I first
got it but it was not in 1962. I think I
got it at the same time as
“Freewheelin’” when it was released
over here towards the end of 1963. My
copy is of course a mono one as that
was all you could get at the time. I can
remember going into Les Aldrich in
Muswell Hill and asking for a copy of
the Bob Die-lan record and being
surprised to be offered two.

I’d also forgotten how good the intro is
to “Baby, Let Me Follow You Down”
and the way Dylan could put those
pauses into what he is saying and the
lovely guitar playing underneath it. Or
the way Dylan gets inside “House of
the Rising Sun” so that you really
believe he is one of those “poor girls”.

As I look at the cover of my vinyl
copy now I am surprised to see that the
photo on the cover is not the same as
the one on my CD. I expect this has
been noticed before but not by me. It is
the same session but not quite the same
photo. Now on the CD you actually get
the whole of the corduroy cap but less
of his hand but what is clearly different
are the position of Dylan’s fingers on
the fret board of his guitar in the two
covers.

The real treat though is to hear “Song
to Woody” and to know that this early
song is to lead on to everything else
that we will hear from Dylan’s pen
over the next few years and beyond. I
know it affected me so much that I
quoted some of the lyrics in an O
Level English essay the next summer.

Although there are 13 tracks the album
only lasts for 36 minutes. Most of the
songs are about three minutes long but
strangely seem to last much longer.
What I notice at first is the power,
confidence and enthusiasm that Dylan
exudes on his guitar, his harmonica
and with his voice. Also even at this
early age Dylan is showing us how he
can transcend the theme of death that
infects so many of the songs to
produce a record that is actually life
enhancing.

Why don’t you get out your copy and
play it right now?
Going back in time is obviously
something that Cameron Crowe enjoys
too. Have you seen “Almost Famous”?
In his latest film, “Vanilla Sky”, he
uses the Live ’66 version of “Fourth
Time Around” on the soundtrack. The
film stars Tom Cruise and his current
partner Penelope Cruz. In the March
issue of Uncut there is an interview
with Tom Cruise to promote “Vanilla
Sky” and one of the pictures that
accompanies the article recreates the
cover of “Freewheelin’ ” with Tom
Cruise as Dylan and Penelope Cruze as
Suzy complete with VW Microbus and
snowy New York street! Not sure if
that is in the film or not.

The recent attention caused by the
soundtrack of the film “O Brother
Where Art Thou” has emphasised the
power and beauty of the song “Man of
Constant Sorrow”. It has always been
one of my favourite traditional songs
whether sung as I first heard it by Judy
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Everly Brothers might have written
“So Sad (To Watch Good Love Go
Bad)”. Actually, in its time it was a
modern folk song. Not a topical folk
song since it dealt with the personal
rather than the political, but a folk song
for all that. It was a coffeehouse song.
A song for those times when earnest
young men sang earnest folk ballads in
darkened rooms. And a song which
this earnest old man can still enjoy, in
my boring old folkie kind of way. For
the older I get the more I return to my
roots – like a daffodil in June. I always
did like folk music. It was what
brought me to Dylan, and I never was
all that comfortable with 1966 and all
it meant. The last album I really
enjoyed was “World Gone Wrong”.
My favourite post-1960s bootleg is
probably “Golden Vanity”. My
favourite songs off “The Basement
Tapes” are things like “Young But
Daily Growing”, “The French Girl”
and “The Royal Canal”.
“Ballad In Plain D” is pure folk. The
melody rests solidly within that genre.
Musically it is right there with songs
like “Young But Daily Growing”. It is
naïve music. There is nothing subtle or
clever about it. In fact, it is positively
maudlin, but I don’t mind folk maudlin
whereas country maudlin gives me the
creeps.

By Robert Foryan

Ballad In Plain D
“The limit of biography is
that fiction… is all it can
ever hope to deliver”
Peter Doggett
Freewheelin’ Quarterly
“Ballad In Plain D” has had an almost
universally bad press down the years. I
know there is a major reason for this –
a reason that evolved from Dylan
himself when he said it was the one
song he regretted writing. But does that
justify all the criticism? I don’t think
so. I think that “Ballad In Plain D”,
whilst not a great Dylan song, is one
that repays attention, is an admirable
vocal performance, and one that should
not be rejected on biographical
grounds. Or any other grounds, come
to that.

There has been a lot of writing about
“Ballad In Plain D”, and most of what
there is concentrates not upon the song,
but upon the break-up with Suze
Rotolo and Dylan’s reaction to her
sister, Carla. This is equivalent to
noticing every tree but missing the
point that one is actually walking in a
beautiful and mysterious forest. One
honourable exception to the
biographical approach is Michael
Gray, though even he thinks it is a bad
song. I disagree.

It is a kind of love song, or song of no
love. It’s a situation about which The
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I like the song. I liked it in 1964 and I
like it now. I liked it for years before I
knew anything of the break-up with
Suze and when I had never heard of
Carla. It didn’t matter, and my
appreciation of the song has not been
helped by this later knowledge. If
anything, knowing ‘the facts’ has got
in the way of my love for “Ballad In
Plain D”. In previous times I was able
to simply accept the song as a
dramatised, yet believable and fictional
work of art. Believable in the sense
that it contained a truth about the way
the young behave at such times. I
could have imagined myself behaving
in such an uncontrolled way, though I
could have written no song as good.
Art may be at its truest when it creates
a recognisable emotional experience
out of an individual story. That is what
this song does, it seems to me.

The single greatest flaw for me is the
whole of the final verse. If you’ve
forgotten it goes as follows:
Ah, my friends from the prison, they
ask unto me,
‘How good, how good, does it feel to
be free?’.
And I answer them, most mysteriously,
‘Are birds free from the chains of the
skyway?’
This verse is just the sort of naively
pretentious thought that appealed to
‘60s youth. I know because I was once
that naively pretentious and once
thought that the final line was “really
deep”. But the song would have ended
perfectly with the final two lines of the
penultimate verse:
I think of her often and hope whoever
she’s met
Will be fully aware of how precious
she is.
This would have been the perfect and
appropriate ending and would partly
make up for earlier nastiness.

Despite my praise for ‘Ballad In Plain
D’, it is clearly a flawed work. It may
be that Dylan recognised this – even
aside from the biographical references
– as there are a number of changes to
the song as published in ‘Lyrics 19621985’, though I know this is not
unusual. One of those changes may not
be a change at all. It may simply be me
mishearing the ninth verse for many a
long year. In the book we read:

Having said that I’d rather avoid a
biographical interpretation of any song,
there is a biographical issue to do with
this song which relates to that flawed
final verse. The break up with Suze
was in March 1964 and the song was
recorded on 9 June 1964. Clinton
Heylin identifies the writing of the
song as being completed in Vernilya,
Greece, at the end of May. However,
Robert Shelton claims that Dylan was
working on the song in February 1964
(in other words, before the break up
with Suze) during his trip across
America with Victor Maimudes, Pete
Karman and Paul Clayton. If the song
is truly biographical this would have
been impossible. It seems more likely
that Dylan picked up the idea for the
final verse during that trip, since

“The tragic figure!” her sister did
shout,
“Leave her alone, God damn you, get
out!”
This does not make sense to me. Who
would shout “The tragic figure”? I
always heard it as:
The tragic figure, her sister, did
shout…
Whereby the tragic figure is the sister
who shouts. Pondering on such details
is half the fun of thinking about Dylan.
Well, maybe not half…
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and tune so obviously don’t fit”.
Certainly, at first hearing it sounds as
if there are too many syllables for the
melody or for the structure of the song.
Yet Dylan is so adept at somehow
cramming them all in. It makes me
want to applaud, the way people do on
live performances of ‘Not Dark Yet’
when he sings: “Don’t even remember
what it was that I came here to get
away from” and squeezes it all in.

Shelton says that Karman expressed
the idea that; “No-one’s free, even the
birds are chained to the sky”.
Apparently Dylan was very taken with
this thought of Karman’s. It feels as if
the final verse was an afterthought. It’s
as if he had this line from Karman and
wanted to fit it into a song somewhere.
Sadly, its connections to the rest of
‘Ballad In Plain D’ are pretty tenuous.
Why do I like a song which is certainly
not one of Dylan’s best and which has
a final verse I really hate? Partly it is
because of my memories of listening to
the ‘Another Side Of Bob Dylan’
album when young. The older I get, the
more important nostalgia becomes and
the less I am able to like anything
about the 21st Century. I know this is a
failing of old age and I should try to
counteract it, but there it is. However,
there is another reason why I like this
song. This is to do with its naïve and
primitive presentation. It is totally
without sophistication. Okay, it is
pretentious, but the pretentiousness is
so lacking in artifice that one ends up
with something simply primitive. It
doesn’t quite work, but it is always
easier to love that which is flawed than
it is to love perfection. It has lamb-like
innocence even when straining for an
effect which is plain embarrassing,
such as:

And most of all it is the singing that I
particularly treasure. There is a
programme on Radio 3 called “Private
Passions” – a sort of superior “Desert
Island Discs” with more music and less
chat. It recently featured Will Self who
chose ‘Blind Willie McTell’ and
demonstrated a passing decent
knowledge of Dylan. He also said
something that intrigued me and that I
don’t remember anyone saying before.
He said that Dylan’s voice “derives
from the wailing of the cantor in
Jewish liturgical music” – which,
though I know nothing of such music,
feels exactly right! To me, it is what I
imagine I hear on ‘One More Cup Of
Coffee’, on ‘Sara’, on ‘Young But
Daily Growing’. And even on ‘Ballad
In Plain D’.
This is a much and unfairly maligned
song. I was pleased to discover another
voice in the wilderness when I read
‘The Dylan Companion’, in a chapter
entitled ‘The Blessing Of The
Damned’ where Maurice Capel
describes ‘Ballad In Plain D’ as “a
remarkably complex modern blues,
with a delicately expressive vocal
tone”. Like the wailing of the cantor,
maybe?

“With unseen consciousness, I
possessed in my grip
A magnificent mantelpiece, though its
heart being chipped”
It has moments of achievement. As
Patrick Humphries writes, it is
“languorously melodic” and musically
engaging. I like the tune!
I disagree with Michael Gray when he
writes: “The song is so bad partly
because the words seem forced to fit
the tune… and partly because words
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regarding ‘psychogeography’, or re-

& FINGER POPPIN’
DADDIES!

visit. The blending of the old and the

mapping the city along emotional
lines, Baltimore is certainly worth a
new, the restored water-front, its
remarkable similarities, as Robert
quoted, to Georgian Cheltenham and

By C.P. Lee

working class Salford, all co-existing at
the same time, make Baltimore
somehow ‘otherwordly’, like an area
where the boundaries between the
real and the imaginary have become
blurred and indistinct.
It’s a cliché and yet sadly a truism
that America has little sense of
continuous history. Part of this is due
in no small way to a lack of an
architectural heritage. You can’t
stand in a thousand year old
cathedral or patrol the remains of a
Roman outpost in this, the new world.
There’s precious little in America that
is over two hundred years old, but

Avalon House, Balltimore, 1998

Baltimore, along with several other
East Coast cities does have a past

Apropos, Robert’s article in the last

rooted in bricks and mortar that goes

issue of Freewheelin’ – Pam and I

back about as far as it can.

were in Baltimore a couple of years

Nineteenth century terraced housing

ago and it is a remarkable city.

mingle with Georgian mansions and

Interesting that Robert mentions

clapperboard dwellings. Ornate

Barry Levinson’s movie Avalon. We

churches and vast Victorian civic

stayed in the house that the film was

properties lend an air of gravitas to

shot in, though the actual ‘Avalon’

the municipal boulevards. One place

itself is just around the corner.

to visit, and I feel certain that Dylan

For those interested in the

has, is the house where Edgar Allan

Situationists and their theories
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Poe died. It’s an unassuming early

Maryland and Baltimore considered

Victorian, three-storeyed red-brick

safe from Southern invasion, though

building, standing rather forlornly

US Navy cannon remained trained on

now in what was described to us

the city just in case the populace

when we went there as, ‘a bad part of

changed their minds and tried to run

town’. With its empty windows like

the Yankees out of town.

eye sockets in a skull, it’s hard to

With its Confederate proclivities thus

shake off the feeling of death around

laid out let’s examine Dylan’s

the place, but that’s the impression

relationship to the city and thereby

we place on it, not the people who

Dylan’s relationship to the ‘Good Ole

lived in it for generations.

South’.

Another thing to bear in mind

I’d like to start by pointing out that

regarding Baltimore is that it lies

I’m an historian not a theorist and I

below the Mason Dixon line, that

always bear in mind that any analysis

mythical barrier between the

is only as valid as the next one, but

‘enlightened’ North with all its liberal,

here goes – Dylan’s used Baltimore as

industrial connotations, and ‘the

a location three times. Firstly in The

South’ – ‘Dixie’ – and all the cultural

Lonesome Death of Hattie Carroll,

baggage that contains. Its

which Robert covered in the last issue

geographical (and spiritual)

of FW. I feel that our appreciation of

importance during the American Civil

the song must, or, rather, our

War can’t be overestimated. Situated

understanding of the song, has to be

at the end of the Chesapeake Bay

placed within a socio-historical

and only a few miles to the north of

context, vis-à-vis, Baltimore’s

Washington DC it was considered a

historical association with ‘the South’.

hot-bed of secessionists at the

Written about an actual

outbreak of the war and was

contemporary event during the

immediately occupied by the Union

height of the Civil Rights movement

army on the direct orders of Abraham

Clinton Heylin has claimed that Dylan

Lincoln. Maryland was invaded twice

exaggerated the incident in order to

by Robert E Lee and the Confederate

fuel one of his most powerful ‘finger

army, the last time culminating in the

pointing’ songs. Its claim that doesn’t

Battle of Gettysburg. Only after the

hold water as regards either the facts

Confederate defeat there in 1863 were

of the case or Zantzinger’s later
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brushes with the law. I agree with

day – Tim Hardin’s The Lady Came

Robert that the song was written by a

From Baltimore. Some argument

‘young’ Dylan, a song fired by

surrounds the provenance of this tune

righteous anger, and therefore not

with a question mark hanging over its

tempered by the wisdom of age, but

‘authenticity’. Some say it’s based on

the fact that he’s still singing it must

a traditional song, others on the

mean that Dylan’s ire hasn’t

Hardin website place it directly as one

dampened over the decades. Sounes

of his own. I don’t know which is

records Zantzinger’s dismissal of Dylan

correct, I just find it intriguing that

(“He’s the scum of the bag of the

Dylan has covered it, and that shortly

earth (sic)”), but if he was so pissed off

after singing it felt compelled to

at the ‘inaccuracy’ in the song – why

mention a ‘lady from Baltimore’ in

didn’t he ever sue Dylan? I’ll tell you

one of his own numbers. Dylan being

why. Because he knew he’d lose.

Dylan it’s as like as not that we’ll ever
know for certain.

In Trying To Get To Heaven, Dylan
also name-checks Baltimore. This time

Now on to ‘Southern-ness’ – That is

riding in a buggy in the company of a

an underlying feeling that permeates

‘Miss Mary Jane’. The narrator tells us

several songs specifically on ‘Love and

she has a house in Baltimore – Poe’s

Theft’ and the album as an entity on

house? Once again I agree with

its own. Once again it’s an ante-

Robert when he says that the words

bellum feeling that harks back to

evoke the 19th century. A cursory

‘Johnny Reb’ and the Civil War, even

glance at the rest of the song’s lyrics

when the rest of the lyrics can possibly

carry on with a Southern litany –

be interpreted as ‘contemporary’. Just

Missouri, New Orleans, railway

like the psychogeographics of

platforms and heat, a steaming ante-

Baltimore the songs can flit in and out

bellum heat.

of time. The boundaries are fluid. The
older you get the more time spans

The third song which invokes the city

you can float through. Childhood is

isn’t actually written by Dylan but has

just as far away as your middle years

been performed by him in concert on

and the one thing you learn for

several occasions and allegedly

certain is that there’s no certainty.

recorded in 1994 with David
Bromberg, but never saw the light of
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Tweedle Dum And Tweedle Dee can

top of a pile of dead bodies. We don’t

operate as a signifier of ‘brother

know and we never will. Babylon has

versus brother’ as in the case of the

fallen.

American Civil War. Cue comment

Floater, with its ‘honey bees’ and

from the UK Times newspaper after

‘summer breeze’ could have been

witnessing the first battle of Bull Run

written for Porgy and Bess. Then

– “If this is a civil war, I’d hate to see

Dylan calls out the names of the ‘rebel

an uncivil one” – Brains in garlic?

rivers’, ‘the Ohio, the Cumberland, the

Several commentators have

Tennessee’, the arteries of the

remarked on New Orleans cuisine for

Confederacy, then moves on with a

this line, it smells right anyway, but

blood chilling warning about never

again, all interpretation is purely

crossing his path again before closing

subjective.

with a paen to lost time and lost
childhood.

Mississippi speaks for itself and needs
no comment from me. Apart from the

If Floater evokes an image of the

obvious fact that the lyrics wouldn’t

South as a mystical, nostalgic

work if it had been called New

heartland, albeit one studded with an

England, or Ohio.

undercurrent of implied violence,

Highwater (For Charlie Patton) gives
Lonesome Day Blues on the other

credence to the nightmare. This is

hand… The whole song reeks of war –

down in the flood a quarter of a

the narrator’s brother died in it, and

century on. The song is a surreal, semi-

he’s got a captain who was decorated

hysterical reworking of Charlie

during it and is so hardened to war

Patton’s blues, name-checking along

that he doesn’t even feel any sorrow

the way a litany of historical figures. It

for his fallen comrades. The song

reeks of Southern mud.

weaves its magick from dancing to
driving in a car and listening to the

‘The air is thick and heavy, all along

radio while dropping into overdrive,

the levee’, more Porgy and Bess style

yet behind it all is the war, an ancient

lyricism as Moonlight’s beau tries to

bloody war that has reached some

tempt out his prey, Black Eyed Susie.

kind of conclusion that finds the singer

This is a Tennessee murder ballad writ

triumphantly proclaiming from either

larger than the traditional

the steps of a courthouse or from on

Appalachian ones.
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Summer Days – The southern

Po Boy and Cry Awhile, are both

politician isn’t bored anymore, now

bathed in that Southern heat, which

he’s got on his jogging shoes and Bob

leads us to Sugar Baby with its

has arson on his mind.

Darktown strut and Gabriel blowing

By And By would surely be a

his horn.

Tennessee waltz if it was in a different

Where does all this leave us? What

tempo? And again, what starts as a

conclusions can we draw on the wall?

love song ends up as a declaration of

That Dylan knows his history for one

civil war.

thing. That he knows his musical
heritage for another. I’m not arguing

Honest With Me has the most specific

that Dylan is a closet Confederate,

textual reference to the American

only that there is, within the musical

Civil War with its ‘borrowing’ of a line

past, a romanticised notion of the

from an old Confederate song I’m A

South, of the ‘Rebel’ persona, and it is

Good Old Rebel.

this ancient zeitgeist that Dylan has
drawn on as only he can. There isn’t

‘I’m a good old rebel that’s just what I

one single songwriter alive on this

am,

planet today who comes even

And for this fair land of freedom I do

remotely close to his power because

not give a damn.

Dylan can create a past that exists in

I’m glad I fought against it I only wish

the present, and, dig this, a present

we’d won,

that exists in the past.

And I don’t want no pardon for
anything we done.’
(traditional)
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THE MISSIONARY TIMES
By J R Stokes

Like Ice, Like Fire
(Addressing The Night in ‘Visions of Johanna’)

Part 8: New Books and Ranties

Some people understand my thing about Dylan; they are sympathetic towards me and
it; then there are others who just don’t and aren’t. I like to think that those who care
must have been touched by the hand of Bob themselves at some stage, or by the hand
of Elvis, or Sweet Gene Vincent, or the Everly’s or Buddy or Chuck or by the
collective outstretched, beckoning, welcoming hands of John, Paul George and Ringo;
or, indeed, by any other such hand. I can always recognise these people quite easily:
here’s how its done. Next time you are in pub that plays a selection of good music,
force your mind away from the drone of re-told dirty jokes by the bar card or the
impossible tales of sexual athleticism by the bar bull shitter and look around at
people’s faces. Then, when you hear those distinctive opening drum - basetambourine beats of ‘Heard It Through The Grapevine’ (because all pubs that play a
good selection of music get around to this track sooner or later), that dissolve into “Oh
ooooooh. I bet you wonder how I knew…….” try to spot the person who is moved by
that familiar sound. Catch their attention and mouth the words ‘Marvin Gaye’ in their
direction. If they nod and smile, go and talk to them. You will soon find that they will
have felt the rhythm. And they will understand your Dylan thing.
Outside of the Dylan fraternity, and of course it must be accepted that ‘Dylan’ people
are a special breed- well most of them, I have only a few friends who understand my
thing about Dylan. I want to tell you about one of them. He is a Lawyer. Now I know
what you are thinking straight away, but you know, contrary to popular myth, most
Lawyers are simply not out to bleed you financially dry. I have worked with Lawyers
for over three decades and I have found that their major preoccupation in life is
helping people with their problems. My friend, to his personal disadvantage on many
occasions, has never let cash get in the way of his ardent desire to stand up for the
luckless, the mistreated and the misunderstood. He appreciates the gift of advocacy
that has been bestowed upon him and he uses that gift in the representation of others. I
love and respect him for it.
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Anyway, this friend used to be a bit of a Dylan fan himself. Nothing too serious:
probably starting out with ‘Another Side’, then obviously ‘Blonde on Blonde’, and
without a doubt ‘Blood On The Tracks’ - enough really to be touched by the hand of
Bob. I used to see this friend quite regularly but over the last few years we have only
met up at an annual do which we both attend. He knows, and quite understands, my
Dylan thing and in particular he knows about my involvement with Freewheelin’ and
that I have written an article every month on some Dylan related topic for the last
sixteen years. In fact it has become the subject of some mirth for him every time we
meet as when I answer his crooked-smile question ‘How many articles is it now
John?’ with some ridiculous, ever increasing number, he smiles broadly and slaps me
on the back. Not a slap in scorn but a slap in concordance. He understands.
Now I am telling you about my friend because I bumped into him a couple of weeks
ago whilst we were both walking along Huntingdon High Street. I didn’t attend the
annual do just before Christmas so we hadn’t seen each other for some time. After the
usual handshakes, remarks about how we were both getting older, guffaws and
brotherly bonding-type gestures, the inevitable question came. This time I told him
something different, this time I told him that I was devoting an entire year to write
about just one song. I expected a smile as broad as the Red Sea, a back-slapping that
would knock me to the ground. Instead there was a stony silence and an intense
eyeballing that he usually saves for the cross examination of a bent copper who is
trying to stitch up one of his criminal clients. To ease the tension I explained that the
particular song was 'Visions of Johanna' which was widely accepted as Dylan’s finest
but it made no difference, I sensed that there was some kind of shadow hanging over
us. If utterance could be given to the words that were forming in his brain I am sure
he would have blurted ‘Are you mad? One year on just one song?’ but my friend,
being the perfect gentleman remarked ‘well done’ instead, which we both knew he
didn’t mean. He then made an uncomfortable move of looking down at his watch
which prompted a fond farewell and off he went up the high street leaving me sniffing
drainpipes and reciting the alphabet, so to speak.
Now the moral of this little tale concerns the dilemma we have in extending Dylan’s
art into the area of serious study: to move beyond the mere rhythm into a heavy,
heavy shit situation. It is ok to appreciate the songs on a certain level, but even those
people who understand and are sympathetic towards my Dylan thing, even they may
not be prepared to recognise that there is a very serious side to all this stuff. A side
that demands and deserves thorough research and contemplation; a side that ascends
the ground floor of mere appreciation. My friend’s reaction certainly doesn’t deter
me from continuing my task of exploring, through the eyes of others and through my
own, the song 'Visions of Johanna' and in any event I am two thirds of the way
through my allotted 12 months and I ain’t gonna give it up now. Why, I haven’t
anywhere near finished yet my research of the views of others about this song and my
own interpretation, although reasonably well formed in my mind, does seem way off
in the distance. Hopefully the next time I see my Lawyer friend I will have completed
my deliberations and will be back to leading a normal contributory life. That will no
doubt be good news for him, for me and I am sure for you too.
There is a double dilemma this month as I have been involved in other heavy, heavy
shit i.e. the death of the public Freewheelin’ and its reincarnation as the Judas fanzine
printed by Keith Wootton and edited by Andrew Muir, both former and current
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Freewheelers. The time required to be taken in endeavouring to sort out the mess
created by this unfortunate turn of events has steered me a little off course. I was still
licking my wounds and thinking about what I perceived the name ‘Judas’ to imply
being broken promises, traitors to loyalty and thirty pieces of silver when my good
friend and mentor Patrick J. Webster reminded me that it is quite a romantic notion to
die in your twenties, when you are looking good and creatively in your prime. So, the
pretty public face of Freewheelin’ made it to 22 which was the same age as Buddy
Holly when he died. James Dean was 24 when he left behind his beautiful corpse;
Brian Jones was 26 and Jimi Hendrix made it to 28. Lord Byron was a little older but
he didn’t do rock ‘n’ roll so that excuses him. They all left behind a legend and this
Freewheelin’ legend will now continue into cyber space and beyond. Take off your
black tie Mama, for we will get born again. And anyway, it’s alright Ma, its life and
life only.
That wayward rudder that pushed me off my study course has also been gripped by
the publication of a new book on Dylan’s work namely ‘The Nightingale’s Code. A
Poetic Study of Bob Dylan’ written by John Gibbens (JG) (73) which, as the very title
to the book harks back to an outtake line from 'Visions of Johanna', obviously has
something to say about the song. I had intended to get towards closing in on the
views of others and starting on my own views but this new book has some interesting
thoughts on 'Visions of Johanna' and this time around I am going to concentrate on
this publication which was not available when I started out on my journey with
'Visions of Johanna' all those months ago.
‘The Nightingale’s Code’ has already received a degree of attention and indeed Paula
reviewed the book in her debut Freewheelin’ article (74). It was in that article that
Paula made the somewhat revolutionary remark ‘that only real poets should be
allowed to write about Dylan’. To that, I say, trust me, I am a poet! Actually the link
between Paula’s remarks and the 'Visions of Johanna' section in ‘The Nightingale’s
Code’ concerns my other favourite poet namely William Blake. I have not seen it
written anywhere else (and he has certainly beaten me to it) but JG draws attention to
Blake’s ‘Songs of Innocence’ poem ‘The Little Boy Lost ‘ when referring to that
little boy lost who takes himself so seriously in Dylan’s song. There is a flaw however
in JG’s reference as he puts this poem among Blake’s ‘Songs of Experience’ (75)
whereas it is actually found in the ‘Songs of Innocence’ collection just prior to the
poem ‘Little Boy Found’ which has, as will be seen from my eventual interpretation,
greater significance in my view.
The further observations that I find particularly interesting in JG’s exploration of
'Visions of Johanna' relate, firstly, to an artistic connection:
‘As “infinity goes up on trial” we move from the Mona Lisa, in her sound frame of
perspective, to the “jelly-faced women” – of Picasso’s post-Cubist portraits, for
example – to the wonderful and inexplicable Surrealist image “Jewells and binoculars
hang from the head of the mule” which one can easily visualise in a painting by Dali,
or Chagall perhaps, or as the title of one by Miro’. (76)
Then, secondly to the authors efforts as he tries to identify exactly the number of
people involved in the opening of the song:
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‘The foundation for the eventual corrosion and explosion of the perceived world lies
in the splitting and fusing and dissolving of persons. In the begining – since “we sit
here stranded though we’re all doing our best to deny it” – there appear to be at least
three; namely the narrator and “Louise and her lover so entwined”. But from the next
verse it seems possible that the narrator and “her lover” are one and the same, since
“Louise is alright, she’s just near,/ She’s delicate and seems like the mirror”, which
suggests that “she” and ‘I’ are “entwined”’ (77)
This effort to identify and number the characters involved in the song is something to
which the author subsequently returns:
‘We were warned from the start, though: “Ain’t it just like the night to play
tricks……..?” And again: “We sit here stranded”. To be stranded, as well as meaning
to be stuck, also means to be twisted together of separate strands, like a rope: a
metaphor picked up at the end of the verse in the word “entwined”. So the different
characters may all just be different strands of the same two personalities.’(75)
Although the sexual connotations of ‘in the hall’ and ‘little boy lost’ and an internal
‘farewell kiss’ are interesting, the question of actually identifying Johanna also
bothers the author:
‘It has been mooted that Johanna, as well as being the heavenly woman, the
“Madonna” who “still has not showed”, also echoes the Hebrew name for the pit,
Gehenna’ (75)
Overall, there is nothing, really nothing in JGs study of 'Visions of Johanna' that has a
solid ring about it; no real naming of names, nothing too outrageous or dangerous.
Perhaps that’s because the author is a real poet and thus would have the smoke rather
than the flame. ‘The Nightingales Code’ however is a wonderful achievement. In his
foreword, John Gibbens says that it took him 20 years to complete his book. I wonder
what my Lawyer friend would think of that? Perhaps he will think that one year on
one song isn’t such heavy, heavy shit after all!

(73) ‘The Nightingale’s Code. A Poetic Study of Bob Dylan’ written by John
Gibbens. First published in 2001 by Touched Press
(74) Freewheelin’ 195 . Freewheelin’ Quarterly Volume 22
(75) ‘‘The Nightingale’s Code. A Poetic Study of Bob Dylan’ page 250
(76) ibid page 248
(77) ibid page 249
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Part 9: Life On The Goal Line
Whilst recently browsing through the sports section of my local evening paper – The
Cambridge Evening News- I came across a quite unimportant league table. The facts
and figures concerned the results and positions of the teams involved in the struggle
for glory in the Cambridge and District Colts League. The division of the league that
attracted my attention was the ‘under-14c’ sides and this is how it read:

Panthers
Saxton Rangers
Hardwick
Huntingdon
Balsham
Hunts A
Priory P B
Ende Dyn
Sawston E
Bottisham

P

W

D

L

F

A

Pts

12
11
11
13
9
12
10
12
14
14

9
9
8
6
6
6
5
4
1
0

1
1
1
2
1
0
2
2
0
0

2
1
2
5
2
6
3
6
13
14

72
63
43
42
59
41
31
44
32
5

15
11
20
21
8
50
17
35
87
168

28
28
25
20
19
18
17
14
3
0

What caught my eye was not the fact that there was clearly a battle for promotion
going on between Panthers and Saxon Rangers but rather the plight of the bottom
club: ‘Bottisham’ which is a small village lying a few miles east of Cambridge.
Bottisham’s statistics make somewhat depressing reading: Played 14. Won: nought.
Drawn: nought. Lost:14. Goals for: 5. Goals against: 168. Points: nought.
Remembering that this was an under 14 side, my heart immediately went out to the
mums and dads of the Bottisham 11. Think about it: turning up, week in week out, in
all weathers to support your youngster’s sporting prowess only to see the team get
hammered time after time. What do you say to keep your child on an even keel after
every hammering? ‘Never mind, it’s only a game’ probably wouldn’t go down too
well after the 168th goal went in.
And what about the little goallie? On the basis that the under 14s play 30 minutes
each half, 168 goals in 14 games works out, on average, to the Bottisham keeper
letting in a goal every 5 minutes of every game. From that fact can be drawn the
following conclusions: (a) his mum and dad obviously bought him the wrong kind of
goallie gloves for Christmas and (b) he’s not going to grow up to be another David
Seaman is he? Oh ye little Bottisham keeper, if you ever get touched by the hand of
Bob and read this, let me give you some advice: next season become a striker!
Actually I have felt somewhat like the Bottisham keeper of late. As you all know by
now, and if you don’t then you haven’t been reading your Freewheelin’s for the last
eight months, I have been stuck in a 'Visions of Johanna' moment for what seems like
an eternity. My dilemma is in the knowledge that this is my stab at the song, that once
it’s done for me I probably won’t go back to it in any great detail again for the rest of
my life. Furthermore, because 'Visions of Johanna' is such an important song, indeed,
according to our Poet Laureat ‘the best song lyric ever written’ , I feel that I have to
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do it justice and provide some sort of points of reference by expounding what others
have found in the song. Therein lies the difficulty of my task because there have been
so many ‘others’ and they have found so much in the song. The references are
relentless, they have been coming at me from all corners of the printed world and
every time I see a new article or section of a book which adds a new dimension to the
song it is like picking up the ball from the back of the net: it keeps me pinned on my
goal line and stops me moving forward to the goals I want to score.
Recently, another goal went in. This time it wasn’t from any publication to which I
can refer you dear reader but rather from the Internet. Andrew Muir passed this article
on to me and I contacted the author, Karen Feller, for permission to reproduce it in its
entirety here. I particularly like this article, which was written very recently, in fact
about a week ago as I write. It has a freshness about it, some interesting new ideas and
an insightful honesty. In the past I haven’t set out in full anyone’s writing on 'Visions
of Johanna' but have just highlighted certain themes that have appeared in the text and
then referred the reader to the source. The published home of Karen’s article however
is in cyberspace, a gargantuan black hole where source can sometimes be
unfathomable. As I think though that attention should be brought to the article I must
assume here the position of ground control. Major Tom may never return to planet
earth but ‘Bob Dylan’s “Visions of Johanna”’ by Karen Feller certainly has. Read on:
‘The instrumental introduction with the harp's plaintive
wail sets the mood for the five verses that follow. The
scene is set for us as an urban, bohemian loft on a rainy
winter evening. Because of Dylan's history we can assume
it is in The Village. I consider this song to be
autobiographical and therefore Dylan to be the narrator
in the song. Dylan has lost Johanna yet the fire still
burns for her. Dylan Louise and the absent Johanna are
all trying to make the best of the situation that they
are currently stuck in. Louise offers Dylan the fleeting
gifts of consolation, companionship and casual sex. In
the first verse he is in bed with Louise but he speaks as
if he is someone else since his body is with her while
his spirit, mind and heart are with Johanna.
This reoccurs in this song and he places himself in the
roles of several different characters. This frequent
splitting into his Gemini twin, mixing up the pronouns
deliberately, and his use of mirror images to look at a
situation from all sides is a common trait in Dylan's
writing style. Joan Baez has long been suspected of being
Johanna but Dylan has never explained any of his 500+
songs, so we do not know.
The second verse takes us away from the loft to the
streets of the city outside the windows. Blind Man's
Bluff (Buff) is a game where a child is blind-folded and
spun around then wanders around trying to hug a person in
the group. If the child catches someone they are "it." If
it is a flirting situation then the group teases the two
that they are in love. Obviously, someone would have to
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want to be caught since it is rather easy to sidestep a
blindfolded person. The child would pretty much have to
stand in their path waiting to get the reward of being
hugged and teased. When Dylan says the ladies are playing
this with the key chain, they are flirting with the men
in an empty lot and offering the key to their proverbial
hotel room but with strings attached.
The other whispering women he observes, the all-night
girls, are The Village party girls who are blatantly out
for a wild time. Dylan very often uses a train metaphor
in songs. We can picture a guard and hear the clicking of
his flashlight as he shakes his head at them all and
wonders if his boring dependable life in his dead end job
is crazier than the lives of these irresponsible wild
young people who are out running around, having fun. He
has authority over them and he must chase them away with
his flashlight from embracing each other in the dark
corners. Dylan is careful not to hurt Louise and knows
she is delicate. They are aware they are using each
other.
"The Mirror" may be a reference to the Picasso painting
by that name as it ties into art references in a later
verse. He needs Louise but it is painful to see her in
place of Johanna. The ‘lectricity line is as powerful as
any from this prolific poet's pen. He transcends the
physical and make the visions a reality momentarily till
the x-ray image of a lightning flash reveals the truth
and wakes him back out of the fantasy that he is with
Johanna.
The powerful delivery of this line comes to a climax
along with the music. It is the ‘ghost' of the true
electricity he had with Johanna and again we find him
leaving his body; this time Johanna is now all that is
left of him and he is spent. Dylan was influenced by his
beat poet friends during this decade, and "Howl" by Allen
Ginsberg who was a close and constant friend comes to
mind in this line when Dylan uses the word howl.
Here again the pathetic, whining, ‘little boy lost' is
Dylan. He knows that people don't want to hear him going
on and on about Johanna. He is waiting in the hall for
his own inside ‘little boy lost' to stop the muttering
and get on with life. Here is the main hint that Joan
Baez may be Johanna. She gave him a famous kiss on the
head when she finally walked out on him in Europe on the
'66 tour. The real life moment is preserved in the film
"Don't Look Back."
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In his Oscar-winning song "Things Have Changed", he says
"the next 60 seconds can be like an eternity"; this is
echoed in the lyric"Infinity goes up on trial". I hear in
this line that he feels he is being tested by the seeming
unending endurance of time he must suffer through. To me,
he literally wandered around museums to get away from
his aching mind but he didn't succeed since his memories
altered his perception of the art works he saw. The other
visitors' voices echoed off the marble floors and the
high ceilings of the museums he visited, and this sound
was not missed by his musician's ear.
These otherworldly sounds and the warping of time and
space in his distraught state of mind led him to wonder
about salvation. Is heaven infinitely the same
eventually? When he looked at that famous smile he
thought of Mona Lisa as a person sympathetic to his own
need to wander. Van Gogh may have been the source of the
‘primitive wallflower freeze/frieze'.
It is interesting to note here that "Visions of Johanna"
was originally called "Freeze Out" while Dylan was
formulating it. It is the spelling of freeze that throws
us off and as often with Bob Dylan, it is just the kind
of intentional jolt he uses on people who over-analyze
his lyrics. Up till now, the first four verses have the
same rhyme scheme but this verse is longer with the
"freeze", "sneeze", "jeeze", "knees" and more pronounced,
just for the sheer fun of the words' sounds. "Jelly-faced
women" conjures up a visual of wealthy old matrons who
commissioned portraits despite their jowls, sag lines and
wrinkles. Bust portraits have the top half only and Dylan
handles this with a wonderful touch of humor. More humor
for the matrons with their opera glasses and ostentatious
jewelry slung around their necks. (The Rolling Stones
liked this line so much that the cover of their album
"Get Yer Ya-Ya's Out" featured a mule with binoculars and
jewels around its neck.)
Dylan is the peddler who is selling himself to Louise/the
countess. She gets to use Dylan and he gets to use her as
a crutch to help him make this time a little less lonely.
It is all pretend as it has been since the beginning of
the song when he said they were stranded and doing their
best to deny it. She mothers him as many women in his
past have done for Dylan, according to his many
biographers. Everyone needs someone, and Dylan
appreciates Louise accepting the truth of it and playing
along. Madonna/Johanna is not coming back and he is
devastated that she is not center stage in his life. The
performer, the fiddle player, in Dylan is going back on
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the road again to his never ending tour. He has paid the
price and everything stinks. He is beginning to accept
his share of the blame of what went wrong in the
relationship, and this line about his conscience comes
across as tortured. Harmonicas are manufactured to
play one specific musical key such as G or E. Skeleton
keys are used to open any locked door. But what do
harmonicas playing skeleton keys AND rain sound like?
Dylan has said in interviews that he captured what he
calls a "thin, wild, mercury sound that is metallic and
bright gold" on Blonde on Blonde. This is the sound he
was speaking of.
People have pointed out that the Hebrew word for
Armageddon is "Gehanna" and that is what the song may be
about. In that case, everything I said is entirely wrong.
Dylan clearly has an apocalyptic feeling to much of his
writing; however, I don't see it in this song.
This tune is haunting with its organ, harmonica, drums
and guitars feeding the lyrics and the gypsy-like intense
vocals. The amazing part is that all of this and so much
more is enclosed in this one song. There are so many
layers of meaning and complexity and so few words that he
uses to get it across. My interpretation is of course
not entirely accurate or factual. I have come to these
ideas through numerous Dylanologist's theories that I
have read over many years.
When Dylan is asked what a song is ‘about' he answers
with a remark like "it's about - 7 and a half minutes."
"Song writing is like fishing in a stream; you put in
your line and hope you catch something. And I don't think
anyone downstream from Bob Dylan ever caught anything." Arlo Guthrie

Bob Dylan makes Shakespeare look like Billy Joel. George Harrison
Bob Dylan has so many sides’
As you may agree, a well written exploration of the song with some interesting
discoveries. It almost makes me feel like getting the ref to blow the final whistle and
dismantling the goal posts before I have the chance to turn striker. But it’s a game of
two halves and I might soon just start rebuilding my team! As, for the Bottisham 11, I
will keep you informed of their progress but take heed all who turn your backs on
loyalty and disregard the strength of unity: the slow one now will later be fast.
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Visions of Johanna
Through Pain to Salvation
By Russell Blatcher

Ever since I first heard Visions of Johanna I have been both exhilarated and puzzled
by it. Each time I listened I was convinced of its clarity. Each time I read the lyrics, I
was confounded by their apparent opacity. I have at times resolved this conflict by
convincing myself that we are not meant to study song lyrics. But in the end I had to
understand better how the alchemy worked. It is not just the result of the instrumental
arrangement or of the way Dylan sings. The lyrics seem opaque because of the
apparently random introduction of names, locations and events. The unusual
techniques employed need a special approach. I do not wish to be prescriptive in the
analysis that follows, but simply to increase my understanding of the song.
Visions of Johanna explores the various forms of salvation possible by transcending
the apparent limits of physical existence. These take several fairly well know forms:
1)
2)
2)
3)

Pleasures of the flesh
The beauties of the natural world and art or music
Human love
Religious faith

A prominent feature of the song is the use of focus. As so often in Dylan's lyrics the
use of personal pronouns is crucial. Here they form part of his control of the focus.
For example, 'Little boy lost' in the third verse is clearly the same person sitting in the
loft in the first verse who is only linked to the narrator by the delicately placed single
use of 'my' in the last line. The change in focus reflects the singer or narrator's disgust
at his own state of mind.
The song opens with a specific character in a room who is in mourning for his lost
love, Louise. Initially we assume he is the narrator. The sense of place ('this room')
is greatest in this verse but dissolves later. The movement through the themes of the
song matches the movement in place and point of view. There is also a movement
away from conventional song-lyric form. The starting point is lost romantic love.
Dylan paints this lightly because it is such an archetype of popular song themes and
needs no emphasis. He moves on to other possible forms of salvation: sexual love or
physical beauty, and then artistic beauty. Finally all that is left is a transcendent
reality beyond our normal perceptions. The final verse strips away all the forms of
everyday life to see what remains.
Johanna is neither a girl nor any kind of character in the narrative (Footnotes 1 & 2).
Verse by verse the visions embody the possible forms of salvation. At the end only
faith in some other form of reality is left. Dylan concludes that without this life is
unbearable.
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The control of the focus of the song through variation in syntax and vocabulary is
masterful. By disrupting the narrative strands, Dylan narrows the listener’s focus to
particular words or phrases. Many of these are so rich in allusion as to create tangible
universes (a good example is ‘the heat pipes just cough’). These are the means by
which the magical transformation of the song takes place. It is also why its lyrics
appear to defeat conventional analysis. They seem too wild to hang together, even
though the experience of listening to the song strongly suggests that they must.
The narrative is not delivered from a single point of view. The scattering and range of
personal pronouns alone can tell us this. Careful analysis of their use reveals where
the point of view shifts. Mixed into this are the names, Louise and Johanna, and the
characters who are simply described: 'her lover', 'the ladies', 'the all-night girls', 'the
night watchman', 'little boy lost', 'the jelly faced women', 'the one with the mustache',
'The peddler', 'the countess', 'Madonna', 'The fiddler'.
Here is an overview of the personal pronouns:
First
Person

We

I/me/my
Second
Person

Not Used

Third
Person

She/her
He/him

Always stands for some generalized collective humanity: 'We
sit here stranded' is a comment on the human condition, rather
than a statement about a particular group or couple
Used sparingly to reconnect the central character to the
narrative
Unusually in a song involving lost love the singer does not
address the missing lover. Where 'You' does appear, it is
equivalent to 'one' - thus 'when one's trying to be so quiet' - I
know this sounds clumsy, but that is the sense of the line.
Always refers to Louise/Madonna/the countess - never
Johanna
Little boy lost/the peddler/the fiddler

There are only two 'living' characters in the song: the pair of recently separated lovers.
She has left him. He is a lonely insomniac, possibly suicidal. He is plagued by
unbidden imagined tableaux of his recently ended amour, along with assorted views
of life, which for him is now drained of all meaning:
Ain't it just like the night to play tricks when you're tryin' to be so quiet?
We sit here stranded, though we're all doin' our best to deny it
And Louise holds a handful of rain, temptin' you to defy it
Lights flicker from the opposite loft
In this room the heat pipes just cough
The country music station plays soft
But there's nothing, really nothing to turn off
Just Louise and her lover so entwined
And these visions of Johanna that conquer my mind
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'The night' is not just the nighttime; it also represents the night of death, which
follows the day of life. 'Deny it' and 'defy it' are linked, both by the half rhyme and by
their position at the end of the lines. Both refer back to 'the night' and hence to death.
We deny the existence of death, essentially by ignoring it as long as we can (Footnote
4, second part), even though we are all stranded in the reality which death
circumscribes. One way to defy death is through love, which is the 'handful of rain'
which Louise has falsely offered. This is sometimes seen as a drug metaphor, but
there is no justification for this in the text.
The descriptions in the third, fourth and fifth lines emphasize limited or intermittent
forms of communication: the lights flicker, the pipes cough, the radio drifts in and
out. Reality itself seems in danger of blinking out like a candle. The trick played by
the night is to make fantasies seem more real than reality, just like the fantasy he had
of a life with Louise. The couple making love exists only in the narrator's
imagination, and it is unclear whether he sees himself or someone else with Louise.
He is alone with his thoughts, which for the moment he cannot wrench away from
reveries of joyless sex, split apart from the love which can give it meaning.
This focus on empty relationships and sex continues through the second verse:
In the empty lot where the ladies play blindman's bluff with the key chain
And the all-night girls they whisper of escapades out on the "D" train
We can hear the night watchman click his flashlight
Ask himself if it's him or them that's really insane
Louise, she's all right, she's just near
She's delicate and seems like the mirror
But she just makes it all too concise and too clear
That Johanna's not here
The ghost of 'lectricity howls in the bones of her face
Where these visions of Johanna have now taken my place
The ladies and all-night girls are engaged in the endless nighttime mating rituals of
urban society. ‘Blindman's bluff’ represents the mutual ignorance of many couples as
they pursue 'the key chain', a home together. Couples neck on the ‘D train’, or are
caught in the watchman's torchlight making out in some desperately inhospitable
corner. Louise, whom he once thought of as his salvation and escape from all that has
now rejected him: 'Johanna's not here', i.e. not in Louise. Her face which was once
alive with his love, and all he imagined it could mean, now holds only the ghost of
that lost electricity, the mask stripped away to reveal the cold sexual bones beneath.
This refers forward to the images of physically stripped bodies and dispelled illusions
in the final verse. Where he once saw himself reflected in her eyes, a symbol of their
connection, he now sees the lost hope of happiness that Johanna represents.
In this verse Dylan determinedly uses a four line rhyme (near/mirror/clear/here) as he
did in verse one (loft/cough/soft/off) even though he has to severely bend the
pronunciation of 'mirror' to make it fit (Footnote 3). This reinforces the stalled quality
of the first 2 verses, after which this scheme is dropped for one verse. The short
harmonica breaks also seem to almost stop the song completely. In fact the laboured
quality of the half rhyme, and the occasional lines rushed to fit the metre (now a
Dylan trademark) make this sense of limbo even more pronounced.
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The escape from this mood is found through anger, which erupts in the third verse:
Now, little boy lost, he takes himself so seriously
He brags of his misery, he likes to live dangerously
And when bringing her name up
He speaks of a farewell kiss to me
He's sure got a lotta gall to be so useless and all
Muttering small talk at the wall while I'm in the hall
Oh, how can I explain?
It's so hard to get on
And these visions of Johanna, they kept me up past the dawn
As the singer steps away and looks at himself, sentimental and obsessed, he is seized
by disgust. This is the first verse where Louise is not mentioned by name, because he
knows he has already done that too often ('bringing her name up'). First person
pronouns appear more than in any other verse because it is his obsession with his own
situation that has trapped him. In the fifth and sixth lines anger is shown through the
sounds of the consonants (got a lotta gall) and the repeated 'all' rhymes. The phrase
'while I'm in the hall' depicts his alienation from his own life, looking in on it from
outside. This is why he feels 'stranded' and cannot 'get on' with life. All he gains
from contemplating his lost salvation is a sleepless night.
Next, he tries to escape this despair by tearing his attention away from himself to the
world of Art:
Inside the museums, Infinity goes up on trial
Voices echo this is what salvation must be like after a while
But Mona Lisa musta had the highway blues
You can tell by the way she smiles
See the primitive wallflower freeze
When the jelly-faced women all sneeze
Hear the one with the mustache say, "Jeeze
I can't find my knees"
Oh, jewels and binoculars hang from the head of the mule
But these visions of Johanna, they make it all seem so cruel
Here is the only explicit reference to the subject of the song, salvation. But the phrase
'this is what salvation must be like after a while' implies only disappointment. Art
should transcend the mundane and reveal divinity. This is why 'Infinity' is 'on trial'
wherever the works of artists are displayed or performed. But the coldness of the
museums and concert halls infects the art. All that is revealed is indifference to both
humanity and divinity. With neither human warmth nor divine spark, such 'art' is only
a parade of grotesque caricatures watched by 'jelly faced women', and surreal cartoons
of ridiculous and pointless embellishment. The mention of museums and the
examples he chooses imply that this criticism is specifically of High or Classical
forms of art (Ballet, Opera and Fine Art). In fact the phrase 'musta had the highway
blues', referring to the Mona Lisa is a parody juxtaposition of a folk form (blues
lyrics) with the best known example of fine art. 'Jewels' remind us how the audience
for the so-called high art forms is restricted to the very rich. 'Binoculars' suggest that
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their observations are sterile and distanced. The mule these hang on perfectly
represents that type of audience. If art becomes a frozen social ritual, it's potential to
transcend normal perceptions is lost. This loss, compared to the potential for that
transcendence which he sees in his Visions of Johanna is what 'seems so cruel' in the
final line.
When the extended rhymes return in the fourth and fifth verses they flow more easily,
even extending from four to seven lines in the final verse
(showed/corrode/flowed/road/owed/loads/explodes).
This produces a sense of
acceleration as the dissolving focus of the song races towards the final apocalypse:
The peddler now speaks to the countess who's pretending to care for him
Sayin', "Name me someone that's not a parasite and I'll go out and say a prayer
for him"
But like Louise always says
"Ya can't look at much, can ya man?"
As she, herself, prepares for him
And Madonna, she still has not showed
We see this empty cage now corrode
Where her cape of the stage once had flowed
The fiddler, he now steps to the road
He writes ev'rything's been returned which was owed
On the back of the fish truck that loads
While my conscience explodes
The harmonicas play the skeleton keys and the rain
And these visions of Johanna are now all that remain

The first couplet summarizes the economic divisions endemic in society. The peddler
and the countess represent two extremes of affluence. The peddler denounces the
fake compassion of the countesses of this world (Footnote 4).
Next we are reminded again of Louise' contempt for her lovers. The line 'As she,
herself prepares for him' suggests she is coldly preparing for intercourse. The lover's
remembrances of their lovemaking have been degraded by her subsequent betrayal.
'Madonna' the perfect wife for him and mother for his children cannot be found.
As the song concludes, the physical world is stripped away. 'This empty cage' is our
body, which imprisons us. So we must watch the gruesome spectacle of our own
putrefaction. 'Cape of the stage' is also a metaphor for the physical body, the part or
character we assume for life, and must abandon. I see the fiddler as a musician in a
funeral march in the streets of New Orleans. The phrase 'Ev'rything's been returned
which was owed' mirrors a line in the funeral oration: 'ashes to ashes, dust to dust',
meaning that in death we give up our physical bodies and return them to the earth.
'The fish truck that loads' then is the hearse, with fish again echoing the rotting motif.
The word 'conscience' is expanded to encompass consciousness. Those without the
‘visions’ must assume our consciousness 'explodes' into nothingness at the moment of
death. The seven lines linked by the persistent rhyme scheme mentioned above are
involved in the description of bodily and spiritual collapse. The vocal delivery is
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accelerated throughout, until by the last he seems almost breathless (appropriately
enough).
In the closing couplet the funeral procession marches on in the rain, music still
playing. It is no accident that music should be involved in Bob Dylan's concept of
salvation. For all the stillness and sparseness of the instrumental arrangement of the
Blonde On Blonde recording, the closing bars always leave a sense of exultation. The
ability of artists like Dylan to construct such masterpieces and our ability to hear them
are a key feature of humanity’s salvation and ultimate triumph over death. The last
line then represents not despair, but triumph that we are capable of glimpsing those
transcendent realities.

..............................................................................................................

Footnote 1: Why Johanna?
If you try a Google Advanced Search for "Johanna", but with "Visions Of" excluded,
you may, like me be surprised at the result. First there is the large number of hits.
Many of these are the Home Pages of girls named Johanna, written in the languages
of Northern Europe. Clearly Johanna is in fact a very common name, although I have
never once come across it in the UK. Those who pounced upon the name of Van
Gogh's sister-in-law as a great discovery were perhaps unaware of this.
There is a web-site devoted to the etymological derivation of names called
Behindthename.com. It's entry for Johanna is
JOHANNA f German, Scandinavian, Dutch
Latinate feminine form of Johannes (see JOHN)
Follow the link to John and the entry is
JOHN m English, Biblical
English form of Johannes, which was the Latin form of the Greek name
Ioannes, itself derived from the Hebrew name Yochanan meaning "YAHWEH
is gracious"...
What else is salvation but the grace of God (Yahweh)? As a Jew, educated in the
scriptures, Dylan would have been aware (unlike me) of the etymology of the name.
Some commentators have stated that Johanna is a transliteration of Gehenna, which is
often believed to mean hell. In fact Gehenna, has no such meaning, as explained in
the web-site of the "Concordant Publishing Concern (a nondenominational, nonprofit
association founded in 1909 for the purpose of disseminating the facts and truths of
the ancient manuscripts of the Scriptures)":
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In the Scriptures, however, “Gehenna” (“hell,” AV)—all incredible myths to
the contrary notwithstanding—does not speak of “the place of the eternal
torments of the damned.” Instead, it refers to an actual place on earth, namely,
the valley (or “ravine”) of Hinnom (Neh.11: 30) in the land of Israel.
To equate Johanna either with hell, or with this loathsome ravine (where fires
perpetually burned and the bodies of executed criminals were cast) is to turn the
meaning of this song completely on its head, replacing salvation with damnation.
With the evidence of the text of the song itself, and of the etymology of Johanna, this
theory can be safely discarded.
Footnote 2: Biographical Inventions
After completing the main body of this article I searched the rec.music.dylan archives
for commentary on Visions of Johanna.
One approach I found there is worth refuting specifically. There is an assumption that
Dylan regards his songs as vehicles for autobiography. While elements of his life
experience will clearly arise in the songs from time to time, they are not the purpose
for which the songs are created. The only clear exception to this is Ballad in Plain D,
which Dylan has since repudiated as a crass error. The most prominent feature of that
song is its clarity. The events are described in a straightforward literal manner, with
no symbols, no altered names. Why, in other songs, would Dylan want to describe
scenes from his life in some cryptic sign language?
To propose, for example, that Vision of Johanna is about Joan Baez seems perverse.
The only evidence for this seems to be that the first 2 letters of the names match,
together with some speculative remarks Miss Baez made to Anthony Scaduto.
The song that most Dylan enthusiasts regard as his greatest must be a serious
statement about a serious matter. It cannot possibly be a coded tribute to an
abandoned lover.
Footnote 3: mirror, veneer, Vermeer?
I commented on the strange pronunciation of mirror above. This is another cause
celebre in the Dylan community.
I don’t believe that Dylan is a great fan of the publishing of lyrics, for the very reason
that he often conflates many words into the space of one. Songs are fundamentally
heard not read. In the context of the verse concerned, it is particularly appropriate to
match the associations available from Louise as mirror versus Louise as veneer.
I also suspect that ‘freeze’ in the fourth verse could just as easily be ‘frieze’. Dylan’s
use of language (as heard rather than written) is so elastic that again the ambiguity is a
bonus.
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Footnote 4: Horace Judson Interview 9th May 1965
According to Clinton Heylin’s A Life In Stolen Moments the first attempt to record
Visions Of Johanna took place on November 30th 1965. Some 6 months earlier
Dylan had launched the verbal assault on journalist Horace Judson, featured in Don't
Look Back. There are a couple sections with strong associations with themes he was
to develop in the song:
Judson: What is 'really the truth'? [Picking up Dylan's phrase from his attack
on Time]
Dylan: Really the truth is just a picture of, let's say, of a tramp vomiting into
the sewer, and next door to the picture, Mr. Rockefeller, or Mr. C. W. Jones,
on the subway, going to work...
This is Dylan's usual picture of societal divisions, a snapshot of Capitalist morals. He
presents the same juxtaposition at the start of the last verse of the song:
The peddler now speaks to the countess who's pretending to care for him
Sayin', "Name me someone that's not a parasite and I'll go out and say a prayer
for him"
A little later, as the two joust about their respective jobs, Dylan reveals a crucial
element of his philosophy at that time:
Each of us really knows nothing, well we all think we know, but we really
know nothing. I'm saying that you're goin’ to die, you're going to go off the
earth, man, it could be 20 years, it could be tomorrow, anytime, so am I, I'm
just going to be gone, the world's going to go on without us. All right, now
you can do your job in the face of that, and how seriously you take yourself,
you decide for yourself, I'll decide for myself.
This disdain for normal modes of knowing and perception fits perfectly with the
agenda he is following in Visions of Johanna, where transcendent knowledge or faith
is placed above all forms of objective reality.
Dylan shows here just how seriously he takes his work, measuring himself constantly
against the everyday prospect of death, which is for him, a mighty stimulus to honesty
and determination.
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READY WHEN YOU ARE, SENOR

By
Chris Cooper

Only a month or so to go before we once again indulge in the madness that is Bob
Dylan on tour. These it seems to me that the chaos has increased on a sliding scale to
both general and press interest. Recall 1978 ? Press reports everywhere before the
shows, people calling “got a spare ticket” or “got a better ticket”?
Has it all become so much easier and with it so much less magical? Thanks to the
hard work and good will of people like John Baldwin we now get good seats without
much effort on our parts. (Apart from a big dent in the bank balance of course)
Excellent quality tapes arrive quickly and fans reports even quicker thanks by and
large to the internet. Sometimes I crave the old times. Queuing up all night in the cold
out side Hammersmith Odeon. Spending weekends in front of shops for the hope of
getting a few tickets, any tickets. You felt you were privileged to get in, much less be
under his nose. As easy meant less interesting? Am I just feeling my age at last? Has
time caught me up? (Hell In the back of my mind I knew I was not going to be able to
stay 23 for ever) But I had hoped. But then you have to discover that you often don’t
get what you want. You get what you need.
What do you need these days?
Good tickets? Good view? Good sound? Good friends?
That was once the order for a show but these days it seems to be more the reverse. I
find the shows are more about social gatherings than about best vantage point (not
that I am saying they don’t matter anymore)
As usual I am going to all the shows, once I did them all with the same few faces but
these days most of my regular partners have either seen the light and retired from this
crazy game or simply no longer are around to see the light. These days’ shows are as
much about reminiscence as anything. But for me, not Bob. Somehow he seems to
be able to remain untouched by this and carries on cutting his own path as he always
has. Oh of course the set lists show a lot of old songs and it would be easy to see him
as yet another nostalgia act. But this is one thing I feel he will never become.
If you follow my usual ramblings and know me at all you will know that my better
half, Dizzy is a blues and R & B fan, and that her interest I music has enabled me to
get away with indulging a hobby. In many marriages the Bob fan suffers but I have
not had that limitation. Because of her generosity I find it hard to say no to her when a
tour by someone she likes comes about. That has happened recently with the
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Yardbirds tour. If you are over 35 then you will certainly know of them. If you are
under 35 write to Dizzy here and she will tell you everything you want to know and a
lot more besides I would think. Dizzy has inroads to her music that I will never have.
She meets the group every time; they often give her free tickets, tapes and stuff. If
she wants a recording its no under the Mac job here. She phones up the drummer and
he organises a PA recording for her!
In order to be seen to be compliant this means I have seen the Yardbirds quite a few
times. Now I know what to expect here. I know how long they will play for. I know
what songs they will play, and I know pretty much what they will sound like... We
had met them before the show and Jim (the drummer) had informed us they were
recording a new album and might play something from it that night. Well they gave a
good show and indeed they did play two new songs. But that was not what surprised
me most. What surprised me were new arrangements for “Shapes Of Things” and
“I’m Confused” how DARE they fiddle with the classics I thought as I sat there.
Now ain’t that funny thing
For that is exactly what I expect Dylan to do in May. I would go as far as saying I
might be disappointed if he does not play any songs differently. I expect Dylan to
keep moving on, to not be content with resting on his laurels and to want to look
forward. An by an large the old bugger continues to do just that. So maybe there is
till a reason to do all these shows. To take two weeks traveling up an down the
country, sleeping in strange places and eating junk food and generally wearing myself
out? Tell me there is a reason Please?
I’m ready when you are, Senor!
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